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ians. The months were divided not into weeks, but 
(Continued on page 7)

we

and windy months), Germinal, Florial, Prarial (hud- 
ding, flowery, and pasture months), Messidor, Ther- 

and Fructidor (harvest, hot, and fruit
calendar

the same date as weuses
niversary of the Revolution on 
us see if we can clear things up a bit.

The Calendars of Antiquity.
Many of the ancient nations, such as the Jews, civil year 

divided the year into twelve lunar months, adding by eleven minutes and fourteen seconds
and then in order to accom- amounted to one day m 128 years, so m the course 

The Egyptians, who were of a few cenutries—centuries filled with the bitter-a thirteenth every now 
modate it to the seasons.

By JONATHAN OLDBUCK
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The Superiority Complex
less this “Tactic” considered in the light of modern 
thought—or for that matter in the light of Marx
ian thought—and in relation to the objective as 
stated is, I am convinced, quite hopelessly ineffec
tive.

four appalling years, which in a few brief weeks 1 
completely reformed the collective opinion of those 1 
fellow numskulls our neighbours to the South. And, 1 
if we search the records, we shall find that approxi- M 
mately the same may be said of every unpleasant- 1 
ness into which he has permitted himself to be led J 
for the benefit of his masters; That is the kind of W 
animal he is. He sees only what seems to his im- A 

mediate interest and a little hokum judiciously ap- | 
plied will obscure even that. 1

All this, of course, you will be protesting fond 
reader, is nothing new. 1 admit it. I do not sup- | 
pose for one moment that I am here bursting into j 
the limelight with some hitherto undiscovered Truth. I 
But I have a feeling that the fact and its impli
cations with respect to socialist propaganda have 1 
not been fully appreciated. One hears so much of I 
the alleged efficacy of “hewing to the line,” “ped- 1 
dling the straight dope,” “sticking to the facts” ] 
and so on that one falls almost insensibly ^into the 1 
belief that the well known “average man” spends j 
bis earthly existence in a feverish search for some in- ] 
corruptible body such as the S. P. C. which will j 
tell him the plain truth without trimmings. One j 
hears so much of the exemplary virtue of this tactic j 
that one almost believes that the sinister forces of 
Capitalism all are leagured to seduce us from this 1 
sacred duty. Such would seem to be the plain in- j 
ference. Whereas precisely the contrary is the case. 1 
Should we ever desert the straight and narrow path i 
we have held for so long and commence to make use j
of those powerful weapons by which the elect of j
the earth have so long held the rest of us in sub- I
mission it is then we should come to realise just how .
jealous our masters are of their control over the { 
minds of their puppets. As it is they leave us for 
the most part severely alone. Evidently they do not j 
share the Party’s belief in the potency of its tactic. '
And I am coming to entertain a suspicion that they i
are excellent judges of the means by which their 
slaves may be influenced. And as for the average ; 
man’s yearning for plain, unvarnished Truth. The 
very idea moves one to great gusts of abdominal 
laughter. The poor boob is as suspicious of any 
truth that is not garnished with the usual hokum 
as he is of a liver pill bereft of the customary sugar . 
coating and is as little likely to swallow the one as 
the other. 1

To such an animal the Party’s “Education” • 
seems somehow remote. The prospect of a great 
social betterment to come sometime, somehow does 
not enthuse him. There are a thousand and one i 
problems of immediate need which harass him and 
in solving these the Party offers him no help. As, 
whatever else he may be, he is not a hypochondriac 
the Party’s occasional disquisitions upon the iniqui
ties and injustices of Capitalism, with which he is 
quite familiar first hand, do not interest him since 
they offer no prospect of immediate relief. Their 
rigid avoidance of all emotional appeal leaves him 
cold. He will flock to this lecture or that in his 
thousands from the Psychology of Salesmanship to 
Divine Healing, be profoundly impressed and con
tribute liberally. But if he should happen to wrand- 1 
er into the Star on Sunday evening—assuming him 
not to be a regular pew occupant—he will arise and 
curse lustily in the middle of the sermon and in 
making his way out display an uncanny facility in 
avoiding the collection plate. In brief the Party’s 
preachings attract him not at all except for such 
rare occasions as they touch upon some matter con
cerning his immediate interest—such an occasion, 
for instance, as when the Party held anti-conscrip- 
tion meetings, which action, I understand, is still 
held by some active members to have been a regret- 
able departure from the straight and narrow path. 
That is the kind of animal he is. It is a pity—per
haps. But damme if I can see what is to be done 
about it—except take him as he is and do the best 
we can with him.

HOKUM APPLIED.

OME little while ago the Editor extended an 
invitation to all and sundry to take part in a 

k-J “revival of learning”—as he expressed it. I 
am not sure whether this invitation was intended to 
include an attempt to reconsider the Party’s “tac
tics” in the light of modern contributions to soci
ological thought. But I get the impression from 
recent issues of the “Clarion” that such an attempt 
would be regarded at least with slightly less dis
favor than hitherto. Perhaps it is that the wish is 
father to the thought. However that may be I feel 
the impulse to write a little piece along those lines 
and, who knows, it may get by the Editor and I 
may once again experience that subtle exhilaration 
that comes from seeing oneself “in print.”

Obviously the Party’s tactics can only be intel
ligently considered with reference to its objective. 
It is only by considering what effect a man desires 
to produce that I can judge as to whether his meth
ods are sensible. Despite a fairly long acquaint
ance with the Party I am not at all sure that I know 
just what its objective is. However, one must start 
somewhere so perhaps I will be permitted, for the 
sake of discussion, to assume that the Party’s ob
jective is approximately what presents itself to me 

being implicit in the circumstances.
The Party is frequently described by active mem

bers as being a purely ‘1 Educational ’ ’ party—in the 
I take it, that while it endeavors to dispense

The belief in its efficacy would seem to rest 
upon two assumptions, neither of which will bear 
a moments reflection. First, that there is some
thing inherently compelling in the Truth. That 
it has only to be proclaimed to be accepted and only . 
to be accepted to influence conduct. Second, that 
man is so crassly materialistic an animal and so 
foresighted withal that the prospect of material bet
terment however distant will occupy his mind and 
influence his conduct to the exclusion of all senti
mental or emotional factors.

Now, without raising here the vexed question 
propounded by that shrewd old rascal, M. Pilate, 
it must be fairly obvious that, in the matter of 
Truth, one man’s meat can easily be another man’s 
poison. One may offer information which one is 
convinced is of a nature most profound and posi
tive ; one may offer evidence, argument, proof which 
seems to leave no possible ground of objection un
met, but if the proffered Truth should happen to 
conflict with some immediate material interest or 
some emotional complex of the listener it has about 
as much chance of acceptance as one would have of 
persuading a sufferer from hay-fever that golden- 
rod is not an invention of the devil. Further, sup
posing there exist no such barrier to its acceptance, 
unless it connect itself with some immediate mater
ial interest or appeal to some sentiment or emotional 
complex it will influence the acceptée’s current con
duct about as much as the Truth about Betelgeuse 
influences mine.

The fact is that in matters appertaining to his 
material interests the average man is still the short
sighted animal that he seems always to have been. 
He sees only what is right under his nose. The only 
truths which have any compelling influence on his 
current conduct are such as connect themselves with 
his present needs. In the light of that classic The 
Materialistic Interpretation the whole of history is 
full of evidence of this. But one need look no fur
ther than the field of religion for confirmation. The 
average man may accept, more or less indifferently, 
certain sublime Truths regarding the riches that 
await him hereafter if only he will forego some of 
the good things of the present. But that these 
Truths influence him but little even under favorable 
conditions and that he frankly disregards them at 
such times as they run counter to his immediate 
necessities is a matter of such common knowledge 
that one hears it now even from the pulpit.

Further, he is so rank a sentimentalist that he 
will swallow even the bitter pill of "immediate ma
terial disadvantage providing it be sufficiently well 
coated with the sugar of sentiment and emotional 
appeal. Consider how cheerfully withal he endured 
the hardships arising out of the late European un
pleasantness, in large part because of the influence 
of such sentimental pish-mish as would leave intel
ligent men such as you, fond reader, and me quite 
cold. Think of the risks of death or disablement 
into which he permitted himself to be herded in his 
hundreds of thousands rather than face the slightly 
more certain unpleasantness contingent upon re
sistance. Consider the animal in the light of near 
and remote history. What are the strings by which 
he may be moved? Apart from actual coercion, 
with which we are not at the moment concerned, 
briefly they are two—immediate material interest 
and the appeal to emotion. At their behest he will 
endure the unbearable and believe the incredible. 
The lure of immediate material interest and'emo
tional appeal cunningly compounded and artfully 
varied to meet local conditions formed the base of 
that astonishingly successful propaganda which 
forced him into the late war and kept him there for

as

sense,
certain information, to propagate a certain doc
trine, to inculcate a certain social viewpoint having 

its objective a certain Social Reorganisation it 
does not propose, as a Party, to take any more active 
part in such reorganisation.

It is one of the articles of the Party’s faith, so

as

to speak, that out of the material conditions of a 
given society is born the society that shall succeed 
it. If this were interpreted in its narrowest sense a 
purely “educational” party would be not only un
necessary but quite futile. The change would be 
such as material conditions determined and would 
occur when and how material conditions dictated 
quite irrespective of whatever mental condition 
might be. (There is room, of course, for much 
argument as to the precise significance of the term 
“material.” But, if it means anything, it must 
surely be opposed to “mental.”) Obviously then 
the Party believes that mental conditions can affect 
the anticipated change in some degree as to its 
nature or the time and manner of its occurence. So 
that it would seem that the Party hopes by propa
gating what is sometimes called “Socialist Philos- 
phy” to bring about the desired change more sure
ly, or sooner, or easier than it would otherwise 

But as this “Philosophy” can conceivablyoccur.
be effective only by its influence upon the minds of 
the workers, the Party’s immediate objective, then, 
it to get this doctrine to the workers in a manner so 
convincing as to substantially influence their cur
rent conduct.

Now the manner in which this has been, and I 
suppose is still being, attempted admits, I believe, 
of no doubt. It is a matter if not of common knowl
edge at least among those of radical thought of 
notoriety. It is, with perhaps a majority of the 
Party’s members, even a proud boast. It consists 
in general of plain and—should I say simple?—ex
position of theory, of Socialist Philosophy—which, 
of course, to all good socialists is Truth—together 
with such sociological information as supports its 
conclusions, leaving the workers—such of them as 
will listen to it—to accept if they will and to act as 
it may move them. It will have no truck with re
forms, no pandering to sentiment or emotion. Just 
the plain, unvarnished Truth.

There is a certain austere dignity about this atti
tude that, at first blush, seems positively awesome. 
It seems so virtuous, so chaste, so—so Holy that it 
feels almost like sacrelige to question it. Neverthe
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them Truths when he has accepted them and lies circumstance of the ashes piling up. I have heard

i E3EÈÉBEE; iEEEEEEEEB 
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time and effort treating iron a. it it were brae,. So trine with each t.rvonr and enthneia.m that .t el,,U rti, popular with the young tm troll « the e derly 
ÏS the problem ot infln.neing the mind and eon- manifest «.elf in hi, eondnet. To this end I would he must know how to eonduet httnself eoe.aUy ,0 

I* -f the human animal. We must, if we would be ree.mmend the study of Psyehol.gy-no, that . ^ fc "£t
[ successful, work upon him in aeeord.nee with the may form the content of .octal,st propaganda but « “* guch v',H»“ “ held" Mgh e.te'™

F treatment „ which he will most readily respond. may f„ the p.rty „,lly de- on the prairie We will do well to bear in mind
If this were a “stove-pipe” discussion I. should I would argue further that if t ) y nrogramme reauires a man of

I undoubtedly be inter,a,pled at this point by some .ire, to influence the worker to a certam end « “ 0„TTr.» * no
t such question as, 'Do you mean that the P.rty must need, go about ,t the only way ,n whtch ex- constitution. Trav.llmg on pr.me »
l should peddle Reform, Commodity Struggle, Senti- perience has shown he can be influenced. It must
r - ment and all that bunk?” coat its pill in sugar. It must present its plain un

varnished Truth in terms of sentiment and emo
tion. It must describe its distant paradise in terms
of immediate needs. It must coax, persuade, cajole, *f ~>ty, they had not the opportunity while on
lead, drive-whatever you will-the working class the to prepare or to rehearse another. We

„ , -wo- cannot advance the claim that these domestic andout of the pit of ignorance, stupidity, superstition . , . .., . . . ,. . , . • „ t1lQyr social attainments do not concern the movement,and economic subjection, a step at a time since they
cannot be induced to interest themselves in the ulti
mate objective. Further, since I am inclined to 
agree with “C” that revolution is probably only the 
effect in historical perspective of the totality of a 
number of smaller and seemingly insignificant re
forms, I would say that the Party should modify its 
position with regards to reforms. For this last 
authority may be found in the writings of Marx— 
assuming he is still held to be an autnority.

If, now, the Party cannot bring itself to consider 
There is a peculiarly keen satisfaction to indi- SL,riously some such change of tactics as I have here 

viduals of a certain type in belonging to a more or attempxed briefly to suggest then I would say that 
less exclusive set, removed from the common herd. tQ me it would appeàr as evidence that the Party 
Would it be impertinent to ask how many members ^ nQt nearly so much concerned about getting its 
of the Party are attracted to it by some such con- doetrjne the workers as a whole as it is in retain- 
sideration? How many of us regard it as an in- -ng position as a somewhat unique and esoteric 
telleetual group in which one may find refuge from 
the banalities of the boobery ! Indeed may it not

holiday, even in the best of weather. In the light 
of such reports we need not wonder when we hear 
of some speakers who have toured the prairies with 
a. repertoire of but one speech. That was a matter, Well as a matter of fact I do not suggest that the

Party should do any other than it desires to dor" I 
hold that there is no duty incumbent upon the Party 

I to be other than it desires to be. And here it occurs
i to me that all this may be, as Comrade Saklatvala
; would say, just so much tosh. I have been arguing
l from the assumption that the Party desires to'ac-
f lively influence the minds of the workers to the end
i that the Social Revolution be brought about sooner
I or easier or more surely than it might otherwise be.

It may well be that this assumption is false. On 
L the "whole I would not be surprised if it were. It
[ may be that the Party is really no more concerned

about the Social Revolution than—than I am, for 
instance.

since we are told that our movement embraces every 
phase of human activity. So then, organisers, when 
you leave Vancouver with the blessing of the Har
rington Academy, and peradventure $5.00 for travel
ling and other expenses, it will be well to see that 
you have qualified yourself for the pioneer life of 
the mountains and plains.

A. H.

Knowledge Comes 
First

BY R. SINCLAIR.

URNS did truly say “The best laid schemes 
of mice and men gang aft agley.” Since the 
Russian revolution and up till the present 

moment there is a note of dissatisfaction among a 
section of the militant proletariat. The main rea
son behind this discontent of theirs is the apparent 
weakness of the various movements throughout the 
country. Our minds have been keyed up to the 
highest pitch by great historical events such as the 
overthrow of the monarchy in Russia and the sub
stitution of a form of government which measures 
higher and "is more in harmony with working class 
ideals than any other change recorded in past his
tory. And there was the ending of a great war 
which for brutality of purpose and loss of life has 
been unequalled in the annals of world events, 

one may discuss with a straight Crowned heads have taken the route which society 
face questions such as—What is Capital? Was saw gj. The right of God was rejected for the 
Marx a Reformer? What is the Class Struggle ? power of man. Uprisings of the workers have taken

but the faithful few? And what could be more con- What is the M. C. H.? And so on—questions which place all over the world. And they stood out more
genial to individuals of this particular type than the provide inexhaustible material for entertaining dis- prominently in Finland, Poland, Austria and Ger-
freedom, so characteristic of all socialist parties, cussions which have the added merit of committing many. Governments changed over night and some
to attack every other god but our own and even, one nothing very serious.
in moments of exhilaration, to doubt even Him? All of which is quite alright with me. I like it.
The idea intrigues me. Already I. am half convinced 
that if the Party was not actually conceived in this 
image it has since, by force of selection as it were,

Bcult.
Frankly I do not suppose the Party will consider 

- be a pertinent question to ask in how large a part any <jhange whatever in its position or tactics. Nor 
some such consideration contributes to the cohesion for my part wouid j have it do so. The Party suits 
—such as it may be—of all Socialist parties? It is a me yery well as it is. It provides an atmosphere of 
commonplace to state that the more of an individu- psuedo intellectuality that at times I find very re
alist one is the more one tends to withdraw from frefdljng. a party actively interested in endeavoring 
the main group and seek the more congenial at- to influence the working class to move consciously 
mosphere of some smaller group of like kind. How toward the Social Revolution would of necessity be 
many Socialists are Socialists mainly because they eompeiied to- deal in sentimental and opportunistic 

Individualists? Come, Comrades ! Open confes- flujj_dud sueh as would bore me to distraction—as 
sion is good for the—subconscious mind. I will pvohably would most of" the present members. Nor 

you all to the penitent bench. For what, in- v?ould such a party tolerate upon its premises one

are

race
deed, could constitute a more effective barrier 
against the common herd than a doctrine sufficient
ly profound to be unintelligible to the majority, de- -g unjque Therein 
livered in a manner suffiently remote from the im
mediate realities of life to be uninteresting to all

such as myself.
As it is the Party has a “ stove-pipe ’ ’ circle which

of the changes were not for the benefit of the work- 
either; the time is too short to forget the white 

But, frankly, are we really a Revolutionary Party? terror and its stern methods of suppression. Strikes
took place of such magnitude as to strike fear and 
consternation into the hearts of the bourgeoisie.

ers

C. K.

Arrests and deportations were the order of the day 
HO knows the duties of an organiser? I for hundreds of workers, and jail sentences were

answer that imposed on as many more who are still in the jails

ORGANISERS.evolved into it.
However that may be I must not appear to evade 

my hypothetical questioner. So I will say to him 
that this “bunk” appears to be in large part the
stuff of which life is composed for the great major- p]aee to place addressing meetings, visiting local0
ity, Again, it is a pity—perhaps. But there it is. aud trying to form new ones; he must be well read has subsided and a general survey taken that we

> I will say further, arguing always, of course, from ja au the activities of the movement and keep him- fiind many whose hopes and dreams were rude j
i my assumption, that it is necessary for the Party self informed regarding past history and current shattered by the lull that now exists all over They

to critically review some of the things it appears events. One would think this is all that is essential had idolised Russia as the foundation of all liberty ;
hitherto to have accepted without question. And to make a successful organizer. For the cities no all their appeals have been based on its be la . s

of them is the notion that “Education” in doubt this will suffice, but will it fill the bill in the a rallying cry Russia has electrified their minds
more than one oc-

w hear you say every one can 
question; all he has to do is to go from for that heinous offence, Les Majesty.

It is not to be wondered at when the excitement

| one .
’ the sense of the mere dissemination of certain alleg- country districts? Try it and see, or if you have and dulled their masters on
( . ed facts, which socialists believe to be true and not the necessary qualifications, nor the aptitude for casion. The ultimatum from the Britis 1 wor ers 
[ which they are convinced have to do with the ultim- speaking, listen to the comrades and you will soon was a case in point, ‘ Hands o lussia. u non
i ate betterment of mankind, will have some partieu- discover that an organizer has to be a man of many the glamor is gone. They are wor an g ou ieir own

lar efficacy in influencing current conduct—“Ye parts. I have heard of young men who are so in- salvation in Russia as wi have to e i one e se-
t shall know the Truth and the Truth shall set ye telleetual that while on the circuit they spent their where. We do not lack any admiration tor what

at his spare time reading, leaving the ashes to pile up in happened in that country, but admiration for others
orators, well-informed doesn’t solve our problem; Neither does it solve 

theirs, and the increased number which was thought 
(Continued on page 7)

free.” We seem to have been taking man
valuation. We have been under the impres- their rooms. True they wereown

sion, that he accepts or rejects statements of fact and witty, but these accomplishments did not leave 
because they are true or false. The fact is he calls such a lasting impression on their hostesses as the
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work of the party in general. So do your part in thé ware, ice cream and general detail matters for the 
greatest of all causes—the cause of Socialism, the one) picnic, “C” has been mixing philosophy and fact

too busily to spill ink for this issue. A note here 
We are in hope that you will be able to interest to Comrade B. Tamarkin: “C” is glad to have your 

others and that you will help our project if you can. criticism, and promises to deal with it as soon as 
We send you a subscription list herewith, and wej time warrants, 
shall be glad to send you a receipt book also. Thé 
undersigned committee is appointed by Local, (Van-! 
couver) No. 1 of the Socialist Party of Canada.
Please make all moneys payable to Ewen MacLeod,'
P. 0. Box 710, Vancouver, B. C.

For Local (Vancouver) No. 1, S. P. of C.,
Headquarters Committee,

James Lott, Chairman.
There has been a measure of response to the com- 

m.itteee’s efforts, as witness the following :—
Cash Received

Western Clarion and only hope of the human race.

A Journal of History, Economics, PWlosoetiy, 
and Current Events.

Published twice a month by the Sooinltst Party of 
Canada, V. O. Box 710, Vancouver, B. C. 

Entered at G. P. O. as a newspaper. Clarion Mail Bag
..Ewen MaoLeodEditor.

OME enquiries regarding the Clarion have been 
received since the last Mail Bag opened, not-) 
able in Sidney Mines. Com. C. MacDonald 

has been active in getting subs, in Kentville, and is 
always camping on the doorstep of his "friends wor
rying subs, out of them. Parry and Sim, Clarion 
readers for sixteen years in and around Billtown, 
N.S., threaten that with a good fruit crop in that) 
region, there should fall a good Clarion crop of subs.' 
M. Goudie and the St. John comrades send $9 to the 
C. M. F. (acknowledged last issue).

Apparently the “Untidy States,” as Goudie has; 
it, are to be people by the folk from the maritime 
(Canadian) provinces, judging by the exodus. They 
go where the job is, Goudie, and if Caqada ever gets 
a job outside of the newspaper offices they’ll be back 
again.

sSUBSCRIPTION:
|1.00 
$1.00

- — —If this number Is on your addrees label your 
RQjjtuibscrlptlon expire* with next Issue. Renew 
vvwpromptly.

Canada, 20 Issues 
Foreign, 1$ Issues

VANCOUVER, B. C., JULY 3,1923.
.$10.00R. Jones...............................

A. R. Snowball( collected) .. 
Mrs. Mathieson (collected)
J. Lott .................................
J. C. Blair...........................
Harry Grand.......................

6.50
SECRETARIAL NOTES 1.00..

25.00
50.00
10.00

"■T AST issue we referred to the efforts of the com- 
mittée appointed by Local (Vancouver) No. 1 

I raise funds to obtain permanent headquai-
ters for the S. P. of C. in Vancouver. The committee 
have had drawn up circular letters which are self- 
explanatory, the subject matter being introduced, 
thus:—

$102.50Total cash received .......
Promises to Pay.

.....$15.00
......... 25.00
......... 25.00
..........100.00
......... 25.00
......... 25.00
......... 25.00
......... 25.00
......... 25.00
..........100.00
.........  25.00
......... 25.00
.......... 10.00

R. Jones.............. ..........
Com, Tiderington.........
Geo. Jackson.................
Erwin Bros and friends 
C. Stephenson
Chas. Butt.....
C. O’Brien....
C. C................
W. G. Kievell 
Mrs. Wright .
Sam Buch ....
Com. Dorr il...
A Warburton

SOCIALIST PARTY OF CANADA
P. O. Box 710

Vancouver, B. C., 
1st May, 1923

Subs, from Stratford, Ont., and Transconaa, Man. 
Com. Glendenning, sending subs, from Winnipeg says 
the S. P. local there has held meetings in Victoria 
Park during the past three Sundays, but at the mo
ment of writing were having difficulty in getting the 
usual permit from the civic authorities. ’Çhey are 
still speaking on the market square. The W. P. be-l 
tray no activity in Winnipeg at the present time.

7"

Dear Comrade,—
We are sending to you the enclosed subscription 

list to bring to your attention a matter of serious im
portance to all Comrades who are interested in con-; 
tinned Socialist propaganda, a matter which we con
sider to be worthy of your earnest efforts and Another Winnipeg comrade, a Ford employee,—; 

working for Henry is the popular way to say it, and
Outstanding promises to pay .......... $450.00 those who work for Henry cannot afford advertise-

in this venture depends m®nt—says that Geordie’s Plebs Economics Text 
of interest taken in it and the Book Review has knocked nearly all the ideas he

support.
The need for the spread of sound education of

The measure of successsuch a character as that spread by the Socialist’
at the pre- upon the amount

energy expended in seeing it through. Get a sub- had on Political Economy out of his head. And 
scription list and lend your help. If we are not sue- others too. Good ! He suggests that questions would 

difference into which the movement at large has fal- iCes6fulîn this we are forever on the run from one be in order. All right, like Barkis—we’re always
len, not alone locally but throughout the country and foac]£ room to another, forever moving on, dissipating willing .
in the world at large. Though this indifference is in-, good energy in the service of the landlord, 
duced in a measure through reaction from a previous never know what can be done till we try. Here’s/ Alta., Calgary, Meeting Creek, Oxville, Barrons and
somewhat surcharged enthusiasm, there is warrant one thing we never tried before. Let’s see what can Mornmgside. Com. McKenzie of Beverley, Alta., »

be done—with your help. appreciative of the past and present work, of the S.
P. of C., and comments favorably on Lestor’s efforts

Party of Canada is emphasized the 
sent time through the appearance of apathy and in-

more

Subs from Regina and Glenbrae, Sask., Scotfield,We

for supposing that a vigorous and sound educational, 
programme will again assert itself as a balancing fac-j 
tor in the general body of thought in the ranks of 
the producing elements everywhere.

It has long been recognized that Vancouver, B.C., 
is a centre of much importance and influence in thé 
educational field among, principally, the ranks of

PICNIC------PICNIC
SUNDAY, JULY 1.
At Kitsilano Beach

Directions: Assemble at noon. The women folk

recently in Edmonton. J. J. Albers of Meeting Creek 
arranged two meetings for Lestor there, with good 
result in general interest.

An unsigned letter reaches us from New West- 
are requested to bring sandwiches and cake only, minster. Letters and articles should bear the iden-
and to leave the family plate at home. Tea and tity of the writer, even if not for publication. We
coffee, ice cream and fruit will be provided by Local have said this before, of course. Subs, from Graham

labor, and even the opponents of the policies of the Vancouver No. 1 S. P. of C. and a collection taken isjan(j) Notch Hill, Victoria, Lock Port, Redonda
Si P. of C. readily lodge the weight of that influence! to defray expenses. Arrangements have been made. Bay> Nanaimo—all in B. C. Our old friend Abe
at the door of the Socialist Party of Canada. We are1 for children’s sports. Karme says the slave animal around his area are 

All people who can make friends among Social- more interested in the log market than in the slave 
ists are welcome to attend.

not registering any claim upon a monopoly in the) 
realm of understanding. Indeed, we are ever learnn 
ing, and we are determined that (with your help, we

market.
The Clarion “foreign” Mail Bag is quite a hefty 

package. It has always been a big part of our func
tion to educate the heathen abroad, hence the cor
respondence. Subs, and many enquiries this time 
from Frisco, Indiana, Cleveland, Ohio, Pittsburg, 
Pa., Butte, Montana, Portland, Ore., Los Angeles, 
Plummer, Idaho, Chicago, 111., and Niagara Falls, 
N. Y. Also Wellington and Blackball, New Zea
land. From the last mentioned place Annie Balder- 
stone writes appreciatively of the work of J. A. Mc
Donald while in New Zealand, and in support of his 
outline of conditions in New Zealand as it appeared 
in the Clarion columns.

* * *
Medicine Hat District, Attention!

Following is the schedule for C. Lestor in andhope) the workers shall learn with us.
And so we come to the point of our discourse: around Medicine Hat distarict:

July 15th, Medicine Hat; July 16th, New Dale;
July 17th, Prosby; July 18th, Turtle Plains ; July 19,
Whitla and Seven Persons ; July 20, Winnifred ; July 
21, Bow Island; July 22nd, T. O. Nesting (picnic) ;

Thus we come to a consideration o; the purport of. July 23, Red Rock; July 24, Bob Hostil (school
our subscription list enclosed, which is, that by rais-' house). ju]y 25, Grin ; July 26, Many Berries,
ing enough money to build or buy premises suitable * * *
to the uninterrupted carrying on of the work of
Socialist enducational propaganda we shall get rid of communicate with R. Burns, secretary Alta P. E. C.,
the hindrance that stands in the way of that work 27 Central Building, Calgary. Comrade Burns re

ports that Lestor is at present on a three weeks” The Winnipeg comrades are spread all around 
The principles involved are worthy of our great- speaking tour on the C. N. R. Good meetings the country. Many are in Chicago. Charlie Stew-

est efforts ; therefore, as some Comrades, for certain l]p to date. It is expected that Comrade Tree will art writes from there. He has been listening to
economic reasons, cannot take an active part in the go to Edmonton at any early date and that a new) Charlie O’Brien speaking, and says Charlie is good
work of the party, the least they can do is to pay1 S. P. of C. Local will result, 
whatever they can afford in order to help make the 
lot of our speakers, organizers, editor and Dominion

Every line of human endeavor ultimately resolves it
self, considered as a practical matter, into a matter 
to be decided upon in the light of every day detail.

Comrades in Alberta and Saskatchewan should

now.

for many; years of good work yet. Likewise Alex, 
Shepherd, also a resident of Jungle Town.. “Sandy” 

The Clarion columns are the poorer this issue in; is entertaining neuritis in Frisco, and growls in a 
Executive more conducive to their efficiency, to the( the absence of “C”. What with speaking on the very commendable way. 
betterment of the propaganda, the official organ and1 street corner and in the theatre, arranging crockery Here we end the Mail Bag column for this issue.



social relations. It will find that class dominion, 
organised and entrenched in political power, is 
stronger by far than mass organisations pitifully 
uninspired by any clear understanding of social 
status. It will find that the tactics of alleviation ac
cumulate but the interest of misery; that laborist 
negations of bourgeois individualism accrue only to 
the greater glory of capitalist oligarchs. And that 
if it fails to become its “brother’s keeper,” if it re-

tliey aim to redress. The problem o£ social revolu
tion is the problem of proletarian elass-conscious- 

internationally moulded ; and the tactics for its

IN TWO PARTS.
Part 2.

ness,
consummation must also be the tactics of circum-F this position it at all correct, the purely re

volutionary parties will be discounted, their stantial occasion. To dream of a social society when 
tactics labelled unprogressive, their perspective soeiety does not want it> ï.e.f does not understand it, 

impossible,—their whole propaganda 
with faint praise.” While the sentimentalists, Com-

and post haste actionists, carried on the uries of conviction, or guide it, unseeing, into the 
of discontent and voicing the de- new ways of an entirely new order of social re

lations.

‘1 damned is idle. And no minority, however aggressive, can 
the human tides of society beyond the bound-sway

fuses to accept reality as its task master, it will 
finally be- driven, through dreary disillusionments, 
to its next—and last—“immediate step”—the un- 

, . p Machine industry, by developing the social mind ambiguous recognition of the first cause of its mis- 
tagonists of a new order of things. And ' in technology, has at the same time developed its cries—capitalist property in the social means of
about, not because they are right—the process may capaeity for growth in other directions, and fostered ljfe_and its only way of escape—the undivided 
be necessary—nor because they are in line with pro- ^le potential conditions for its ultimate dominance. eontroi 0f the institutions through which society 

though they may be so acclaimed. But be- This explains—or partly explains—two apparent, ]iyes and functi0ns, by political supremacy, tem- 
basing their hopes and calculations almost contradictions of today. Why (a) although the soc- porarily) by soeiai equality, permanently. (2) The 

whollv on the strained economics of Capitalism, «1 mind, through its necessary control of social pol- p0^er of the mind to. control human destiny is in 
■ , 1 V . • 11 t =nninl inertia thev icy’ 18 the dommant Power 111 social organisation, the ascendant: Because the knowledge of human

and ignoring t îe t eat \xugi o , ’ yet the individual mind, grown latently more de- conditions and social relationships is relevant to the
acquire the ear of the first, wreckage o t id e; on- yeloped and therefor more creative, aspires to the soeial needg of today and because progress itself— 
omie—the machine displaced workers of monopo- greater privilege of social expansion derived from, wh;cb awajts the bidding of none—is the more or 
list reconstruction. And also being enthused by that social organisation, why, in brief, the advanced iess revolutionary recession of the stabilised means 
the Russian revolution, regarding the Moscow In- ego is so obdurate in the face of established and, of yesterday. That is to say that the nature of re-,

” of the proletarian Inter- changing conventions; and (b) why although the form through the motive impulse of progress tende
. , , ,, . • , f very capitalist economic has forced social masses, into to cut deeper into the fabric of social reality ; tends,

national, and mspnec- y « 'u"l deep—and deepening—degradation they do not re> by the growth 0f Capitalist monopoly on one side,
dyïerent conditions, their impatience fomented >y act fireily and drastically (after the dreams and and the consequent development of the class strug-, 
titeir own long suffering and anticipation, they eon- hopes of fervent actionists) do the sharp vicissitudes gjg on the 0ther, to strike straighter at the exposed 
fidently expect every periodic rupture in the “terms 0f apparent necessity. Because soeial intelligence roots of privilege—and of misery. Which is but

political flurry, foreign or do- has increased, because there is a wider comprelien- another way of saying that daily experience of the
sion of social relationships and social responsibili-. gtruggle for ijfe -demonstrates the futility (as a
ties, and all the ramifying interconnections of mod- elagg benefit) of all remedial reform ; and by the

. ern life, and because as a result of this it is harder same token, their inherent hostility.to social interest,
reaction of growing man to his developing envnon tban ever before to move society through the lurid por exampi6) “profit sharing,” “factory manage
ment is quite unknown. But of visible evidence to way8 0f blood and thunder revolution. Society, un- ment ” “welfare cities,” capital levy’s,—even the
support the contention there is little. der the modern conditions of modern times, will adjustment of foreign affairs in the interest of the

Besides, this fashion of looking at the social sit- not lightly venture into the anarchy of civil war./ <<peopie_>> Such things, while incident to its char-,
nation only from the economic point of view leads If it does it will be with a unity so massive as to ren- aeter> are wholly foreign to the nature of exploiting!

. J with der any real opposition so apparently futile that it ,capitai and they preclude the unity of society and-
to the demand that tactics must change witn ^ ^ ^ contjnued Nothing is without its
changing conditions.” But although the theory is eompenS£dions. And while modern force has in- 
tiue enough, the demand is not. That is, it i$n t greased in superlative desctructiveness, it has also 
rational. For, while the economic conditions of the recoiled repulsively on
world have changed—by the development of mon- growth has debarred proletariat groups from its
onolist power and efficiency-and involving corres- use, its use by the powers that be involves the ruin 

1 . .. • of society. Society will finally be compelled to askponding changes in labor organisations in the daily capitalist parasites to step down fr0m the seat
fight for existence, yet the general social conditions authority—and force them to obey—but it ist 
and ideation are still rocked in the cradle of the seemingiy> likelier than not, that its force will be 

of illusion. Economically, soeiety is in exerted less through the spectacular display of

munists,
swelling
mauds of immediate redress will appear as the pro

waves

gress— 
cause,

ternational as the “genius

of contract,” every 
mestic, to flare up into the red flame of desperate 
revolution. It may, of course—for the potential of

its movement.
But as they grow’ and develop, recognition of 

reality will grow with them. For revolutionary 
Socialism they are neither means nor ends, and to 
dally with them is to dally with reaction. They 
have no bearing on the common control of social 
institutions and they do not advance that eontroi. 
That advancement arises from the incidence of pro
gress, which, through reluctant ways of class in
terest, flourishes the social perceptions of disrupted 
class society. It makes no real difference that they

the social mind. And if its

deep seas
the grip of a financial oligarchy, but ethically it is massed revolt and much through the equally strenu- ^ tbe need of the moment. They may be the neces- 
still imbued with the bourgeois “romanticism” of ous struggle to command its soeial institutions, sity of exigency ; but they need not be the necessity 
yesterday. That is a contradiction that must be Armed force has but little show without the force of society And they are not the necessity of reality,
squared before a change of tactics may be assumed, of social sanction. With that sanction—socially They ^ of the political earth| earthy ; and the re-
No change in tactics can resolve that contradiction, conceived in the terms of fundamental reality—it gencration of society does not sprout from the op- 
On the contrary, the changing ideation of changed calls for but little display. Even Russia—the great pQrtunist parings of capitalist privilege, but only
material conditions will very potently leaven the communist exemplar—points the same lesson The frQm tfae abolition of ciass dominion. Thus the tac-
liimp of growing revolution, and order its forces in force of Russia operated—and triumphed—through tj($g of reeognition ;8 the tactics of revolution. To 

lightening day of appreciating conviction, km- its soeial institutions, controlled by its people a forward| through the circumstance of time, the 
mediate suffrage (by which we mean the “advan- they understood them. The “red army was dir- nndprstandjng 0f realtiy, the conscious perception, 
ced” activities of the day) and minority aggressive- ected almost entirely against foreign aggression. the Obèrent antagonism of political society,—» 

may be good slogans for laborist interests, pro- That is, in effect, against proletarian masses who, ^ .g tme revolution_ and the true tactics of 
circumstances ripen their occasion. They misunderstanding their social institutions, could not triu'mph

control them. Force is likely enough to be the final

the

ness,
R.pagated as

may be good rallying cries for the unstable organi- 
sations of trade depressions. But as weapons for arbiter, but it is the force of a society welded into 
the freedom of slaves; as means for the overthrow unity by thwarted necessity, organised on the com-
of capital; as propaganda for the control of the mon perception of political dominion, understanding
job—the crux of the whole matter—they are of itself, and therefor conscious of the realities of life 
little avail. To control the job means the necessary and the meaning and objective of its long and bit- 
progress of social enlightenment. This progress ter struggle for better conditions, 
may bg forwarded by “soap boxing” and kindred The constructive policy of revolution, the tactics 
works of art, but mainly it will be the product of that strike at the prime cause of social differentia- 
imperialist interdictions, leashed to its own fore- tion, the tactics that further the progress of enlight- 
shortened technology, and shattering the constitu- enment, and therefor of society, will in the end pre- 
tional creations of its social virility. This impulse vail. For two reasons : (1) The discontent that
for new tactics is but the first reflex of those matur- struggles for the amelioration of its impoverished 
ing conditions. But portrayed in the garb of econ- conditions, impelled though it be by the sharpened 
omic associations, and hindered in their effect by rivalries of commercial depressions, will yet find 
the friction of soc>l inertia, they stifle the demands itself side-tracked on its basic misconceptions of
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Revolutions : Political and Social i

BY J. HARRINGTON

workers injured in industry. All articles were to be theories, and cause them to perceive their disas- 
returned to their owners if less than ten francs trous consequences for themselves.” Nor was this 
value, and the Republic to sustain the loss. The es
tablishment of national workshops was decreed.
An auspicious day for labor !

But the next day, February 26th, the sordid 
facts of the real world were made manifest. The 
happy harmony dissolved in a realization of past ex
periences. Baron Rothchild and his rosy friends 
heard with concern the tulmult in the Republican 
Clubs, and the keen February wind revived the 
chill in proletarian homes, not to be in any wise 
relieved by the reminder of his lean and hungry 
spouse that the larder was empty. Blanqui, a man 
of dauntless energy, sour and suspicious, reported 
to the Central Republican Committee that he had 
been rebuffed by the government, that they refused 
to adopt the Red Flag and that they should reject 
the compromise. While in London, a pale faced ad
venturer with a unique trim of whiskers, later to 
be known as “imperial,” sat till midnight cen
tering with an Italian banker whose historical fore
sight was not questioned by the unfolding scroll 
of fate. His midnight visitor became Napoleon III.
Emperor of France.

* The national workshops upon which the Social
ists placed so much reliance were the first indica
tions that the Provisional Government had acted 
more in fear than in sympathy. Thomas, who had 
charge of the plan, evidently desired to accom
plish something but the commercial crisis, the fam
ine, and now the revolution had left France stag
nant, and it required more than rhetoric and good 
will to call prosperity back “to home.” In Paris 
factory after factory closed down for lack of orders, 
so the problem of starting government factories was 
quite apparent.

In March there met at the Luxemburg an as
sembly of workers which became known as the 
Socialist Parliament, to consider means for solving 
the various troubles which afflicted them. A sim- 
iliar assembly of employers also met. However, the 
workers’ assembly had this to say among other 
things—“To the business men who find themselves 
today faced with disaster and come to us to say:
‘Let the State take our establishment and step into 
our shoes,’ we reply : ‘The State consents. You shall 
bu generously recompensed. But this recompense 
which is your due cannot be taken from the in
sufficient resources we have to our hand : hence the ticularly by the serious study of the technical pro
state bonds bearing interest, and creating a mort- cesses of each industry, and the classification of the 
gage on these very establishments, to be repayable industries which are mutually indispensable for the 
by annuities or by redemption.’ ” Sure enough the making of the finished product.” 
consent of the business men to this arrangement This will no doubt shock some people who have 
might have led to an amicable solution. But the already fathered the idea of representation by in
experiment was never tried. A government that had dustry upon their various gods, 
sprung from a successful working class revolution, 
composed entirely of members belonging to the mas- enlightened laws and repeal measures of a purely 
ter class (the four socialist members were not of restrictive character. Taxes on salt, wine, meat, and 
the government, they were merely secretaries), such evident indirect taxation of the workers were 
could not be expected to view working class domin- repealed and incidentally as enormous sums were

required such were saddled directly on the property
Thomas has happily left a very complete and owners, of whom many were peasants. We have not 

frank account of his administration, in which is the read any conversation relating to this, but it was duly 
record of a conversation which took place between felt and duly resented a little later. The elections, 
himself and Marie, the Minister of Commerce. Louis based on universal suffrage, were set for April 9. 
Blanc bad demanded the establishment of a Min- the workers knew that this meant a reactionary vic- 
istry of Labor and Progress, with himself as Min- tory. On March 17 a postponment until April 23rd 
ister. Marie told Thomas that they’had refused, had been forced, and now a further postponment 
believing such a move would give Blanc a position was sought. Hassall in his “The French People” 
of great power. They had however given permis- says—“Though the ignorant voters were perhaps 
sion to form a Commission of Workers (Luxemberg as capable of knowing what was best for their in- 
Assembly), as there “he could disorganise labor terests as were Barbes, Blanqui and Louis Blanc, 
only in intention and not in fact.” Also, “M. Marie these latter determined to bring about a postpon
ed me that the definite intention of the govern- ment of the electors.” Heamshaw says the Par- 
ment was to permit this experience ,National Work- isian mob realized the elections meant their defeat, 
shops), that in itself it could only have a good re- and it did its best to prevent them being held. (Eu- 
sult since it would prove to the workers themselves rope in the 19th Century.) 
all the inanity and falsity of these inapplicable

Eighth Article.
v- tt tE now return to France, which we left that 
%/%/ night in February 1848 when the rain sodd- 
™ ’ en workers danced in the Tuilleries to the

the limit of a wise and generous policy. Blanqui
(whom readers of Marx’s “Civil War in France” 
will remember as the man who in his opinion could 
have given the Commune a lead and for whom 
the Commune offered to exchange all its hostages) 
had headed a demonstration to protest against the 
early election. Blanc had been against the early 
election. Blanc had been chosen to meet them and 
had succeeded in pacifying them with a two weeks’ 
delay; this on March 17. In such times as we are 
considering, where the state is yet unstable, a mob 
of any kind can easily become a revolutionary army, 
in fact Blahqui had often said twenty-four hours 
is enough to start a revolution. Just a week fol
lowing this Marie again called Thomas to his office 
and had a whispered conversation with him. Five 
millions had been granted for the National Work
shops. Could Thomas rely on the workers? He 
thought he could, on-those he had, but the members 
were growing and his direct contact diminishing. 
“Never mind the number, said the Minister ; if you 
have them in hand it can never be too great, but find 
a way of attaching them sincerely to you. Do not 
spare money, if need be we will even allow you a 
secret fund.” •

They further told him to have them armed : “It 
may be the day is near when it will be necessary to 
march them into the street.”
. Conspiracies of this kind are worth while study
ing.

Marseillaise played on the Queen’s piano.
There is a painting, I forget by whom, of the 

Duchess of Orleans presenting her two sons to the 
Chamber of Deputies, the morning after the revolu
tion ; one of these boys, aged nine was king of France 
by the abdication of old Louis Phillippe; the Duchess 
was Regent. This idyllic scene was interrupted by 
a mob of uncouth and unsentimental creatures, lack
ing in dramatic sense, and whose tear glands had 
been excited so long by their own sorrow's that they 
were unequal to the task of weeping over the troubles 
of a Queen mother. The Duchess and her boys were 
roughly handled, and any one else who, by his grave 
countenance indicated his descent. When finally ex
tracted from the mob the latest King departed from 
his kingdom to Claremont, in Italy ; the deputies fled 
and the Rengency ended ere it had begun.

The creation of a government was the next order 
of business.

i

The revolutionary gentlemen who had carved 
a symbol of revolt upon the boulevard tree, of course 
prepared to enter into their well deserved reward. 
A provisional government was installed at the Palais 
Bourbon which included but one name connected 
with the extreme radical movement, Ledru-Rollin. 
Louis Blanc had been nominated but his name was 
removed. Gamier Pages, the rebel you remember 
who had asked his friends to do the symbolic carving, 
(see Clarion 889), was on the list in spite of opposi
tion by the workers- who were assembled. Mean
while the socialist, republican and anarchist groups 
met at the office of the Reform newspaper, and drew 

Provisional Government of their own, which,

The Socialist Assembly, however were not entire
ly engrossed in solving their masters’ problems. On 
the first of April they issued a proclamation, and 
by the way it contains a curious sentence peculiar 
to all the speeches and proclamations of the day,— 
“The revolution surprised us”—however they admit 
the difficulties ahead and suggest that each industry 
send three delegates to a Central Workers Com
mittee for the purpose briefly :—

“ (1) To assume the maintenance of the popular 
Republic by giving centralization and 
aim to workers hitherto isolated.

“ (2) To assume the triumph of democracy in 
elections by careful examination of candidates and 
by giving its recommendation to those who seem 
to it trustworthy.

up a
by a coincidence, contained only one Liberal, Arago 
the astronomer. This group seized the Town Hall. 
Their proclamation counselled the people to retain 
their “arms, positions and revolutionary attitude.” 

Thus on the morrow of the revolution a civil war a commonquite in order, since two different governments 
could not very well survive in the same town. The 
matter was adjusted, however, without further 
blood-shed, principally through the efforts and 
eloquence of Lamartine the poet, aided by the tre
mendous enthusiasm displayed on the boulevards 
by all classes. Generous sums were subscribed by 
the wealthy for the relief of those who had been 
wounded at the barricades, and for the dependents 
of those who had been killed. Lo! Baron Roth
child leads all the rest.

Were a big bellied, rosy faced, well dressed gen
tleman to place his hands on your shoulder, having 
just donated a large sum to the “cause,” and min
gle his voice with yours in chorusing a revolutionary 
song, however, emaciated and ill-garbed you might 
be you would scarcely feel like disemboweling him ; 
at least so it was in Paris on February 25, 1848, and 
the compromise of the boulevards was reflected in 
the council chamber, and out of the two govern
ments was formed a third. Marrast, Blanc, Flocon, 
journalists, and a worker, Albert, became secretaries 
to the Palais Bourbon selection. Lamartine had 
suggested that his government was prepared to 
solve the troubles of labor, and a proclamation was 
drawn up by Louis Blanc and signed by him as sec
retary and by Gamier Pages as Mayor of Paris (the 
rest of France was as yet silent), which read : ‘ ‘ The 
Government of the French Republic pledges itself 
to guarantee the livelihood of the worker by labor ; 
It pledges itself to guarantee work for all citizens ; 
It recognises that the workers should form associ
ations among themselves to enjoy the legitimate 
profit of their labor ; The Provisional Government 
returns to the workers, to whom it belongs, the mil
lion which falls into its hands from the Civil List.”

The Tuilleries was turned into a hospital for

was

“ (3) To prepare the organization of labor, par-

The Provisional government continued to pass

ation with enthusiasm.

I

(Continued on page 7)
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Anyway, on April 16,h ..other demons,,.,!., make me.,ion cl one celebrated Ojta-U, rel *̂ £ %££££ 
was held and the whispering ol Marie bore sound who did lus work in the East. When the »ilt.., ”mM,s ' u will rely upon the
fruit The National Guard and the workers of the Malek Shah, succeeded Alp Arslan to the throne n ‘ . f(,tK as tbey
Wolhop, drove the 'Social,.,, ’ Iron, the street,, the Eleventh Century he l.u.d the Mohammed,, ",he prop,
and the Party of Order spat on its hands. The' Calendar in as big a mess as Cæsar £ound thc o{ them* Seeds that are piloted must be
joliyfication after that event did not take place on L—| we wish them, bloom

But we had better say a few more words about the finest in the world. In Chapter 58 of Gibbon s J”d ^ “J ^^eTundTa complete révolu- . 
these Workshops. We have Marie’s own words as “Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, will be fi„t take laee in our minds. Opportun-

intended for any- found the following testimony of their success : . , bp classified and“The reign of Malek Shah was illustrated by the. urt and reform movements can be classified ana 
Ane ‘ ® , l «helled for reference but they only cloud the issueGalalean era, and all errors, either past or pre- 1J> ^ formed ljke bubWes which will eventually

sent, were corrected by a computation of time, d The ]n(UanS) not many m0ons ago, ep-
whicli surpasses the Julian and approaches m ' ^ Great Spirit which they imagined
accuracy the Gregorian style. h , of the tumbling waters. Today the

What is far more interesting to us is the knowl- ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ IwUans in that respect.
Appeals are dying hopes. The task lies with them
selves.

the streets.

evidence that they were never 
thing but a blind, and the work which

in the nature of that lately instituted in this
was carried

on was
country to “employ” the unemployed, clearing up. 
public grounds, streets and sewers. Also there was 
to be found a reserve army of “workers” who would 
support the government in case of street fights.
But such is the power of co-operation that, even e(]ge that the chief of these eight wise men was the
with the avowed purpose of the government, an distinguished Poet-Astronomer of Naishapur, Omar
efficient machine developed which produced the Khayyam. Readers familiar with the “Rubaiyat,”
tools and clothing required by the 100,000 men who wjll readily recall the old savant’s reference to his

share in the undertaking :
“Ah, but computations, people say,
Reduced the year to better reckonings—nay, 
’Twas only striking from the Calendar 
Unborn tomorrow and dead yesterday.”

i
was

With trade unions, industrial organisations and 
such like we have no quarrell ; we only explain them, 
it may 
gards
have no place on our programme, 
purpose is clearly defined. The abolition of the wage 
system is the goal for which we strive. Some are 
groping in the dark as regards their aims, although 
they may be honest as to purpose. Some would 
like to “jazz” it to the end, and there are those 
that would retard it if by any means they could- 
But it matters not; that day of emancipation will 

the force that will usher it 
The following

Theenrolled in the Workshops of Paris alone.
two francs per working day and one per

hurt them in being told the truth as re- 
themselves, but it cannot be helped ; they

Our policy and

were
pay was
idle day, which, with other advantages, was quite
acceptable.

Hearnshaw’s remarks are amusing and while 
they may not promote our historical understanding 
they will assist our understanding of historians,
“National Workshops were instituted in which the 
doing of nothing at the expense of the tax-payers

ganized with minute elaboration. Soon some In 1921 a Bill was presented to the House of Repre-
100 000 idle and turbulent revolutionaries were being sentatives, U. S. A., proposing to reform the Calendar.
IUU,UUU 1 1„„ from tip The Bill proposes to arrange the 52 weeks of the year into
maintained at the capital on do , 13 months of four weeks each, 7 days to a week,
laborious peasantry of the provinces and the thri y accounts for 334 days of the year. The additional day is
middle class. The Provisional government was at tQ be p]aced between December and January and is unac- ,, . R H Tawney •
the mercy of this mob.” The election came off in counted otherwise than as New Year Day. Every fourth ^mve . c y y ^ • their minds upon
1 a m,o„vwhpv» the Party of Order was year a day will be added between June and July as Leap - tial thing is that men snu ■due season »nd everywhere ^ a y^ ^y ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Year Day are to be the idea 0f purpose and give the idea pre-eminence
victorious. The workers were not incl , ^ ag ,ega] holldays. The week and the month of the QVer all subsidiary issues.” It requires us all in
view of the revolutionary situation all over Luiop , thlrteenth month year begins each with Monday and ends , struggle, and our fight is with the system of
to accept the mandate of the electors. An attempt Sunday and it is held by “astronomers and business men" . ,. ’ . -tb our feUow man. It is some-
was made to capture Paris. A Committee of Public that the proposed new calendar may be instituted on any «P "1 ’ . forces, as there are per-
Safetv was elected and several decrees promulgated, year beginning with Monday without inconvenience to ex- times hard to reunite o that are

* . . t , lr- wnc _1mrt i:vpd. tbe isting contracts. Contracts, obligations and agreements gonalities involved and bitter oc a
but the uprising of May • • ’ maturing on or after the first day of thé year—it is pro- onjy ^00 Well remembered. If there is a desire o
decrees were but of an hour’s duration, and had al poged ln the Bill—shall mature on the same numerical day ;mv one,g part to assist in the fight as we see it, 
been written in advance. We are nearing the end of the year as under the present calendar. Likewise, ' \ tbe door be c]0sed. There are none of us
of our space but can find room for this,—“any citi- monthly payments shall be computed as one- thirteenth of . „ , - . k m be made again and again.
zen found drunk will be imprisoned and fed only on the total amount to be paid annually. The additional 0f the Socialist. We

,, „ . - 4-pii, 1]S month needs a name, of course, and it is proposed to stick To make Socialists is tne won ,
soup, bread and n a e . ’ ’ p in between February and March and call it Verna or are a]l required for the job. W e build our ut
the 15th of May had no other result than the rernova gome guch name AU this has precious little to do with av0;d;Ilg the mistakes of the past, so we must always
of Blauqui and his associates, i.e., the real leaders the lgth of Brumaire, of course, but the calendar is the
of the proletarian party, from the public scene for notch-stick of history and is not any more definitely fixed
the whole period of the cycle which we are here now than ever it was. Have we not been “saving” day-

•1 ■ > Tb. PriHv of Order discerned after light—if little else?—(Ed. Clarion) it we must study it. itconsidering. The Party ot Order discerned alter _______________ minds of a few n0r advocated for the glorification
this fiasco that the time had arrived fori a dt e,,le<’ KNOWLEDGE COMES FIRST. of any one in particular. It is a class movement

rs;..,™...- sr.7r.s-ssssn KL-sssissirss ptïwsgKirjsa
together movements have been advocated ; get con- it and embraced and tenderly c y
trol of the trade and industrial unions by having who do. There is nothing idealistic about it. It

elected deals with the facts and conditions of Me and points 
out the only solution that is possible to save human
ity from being exterminated, and that is the taking 
control of private ownership of the means of wealth 
production which is invested in one class to the 

of another, and the establishment of a

Cut this out and keep it in your scrap book.
—Forward (Glasgow)

was or
come and the stronger 
in the better chance it has of success, 
is well worthy of note. It is taken from “The Ac-

“The essen-

This

reflect 011 why they were made.
Socialism is a science and in order to understand

not born within the

army or
prove
for those who remained. Thomas would not ac-

The decree was issuedcept the responsibility.
May 24 but was not enforced until June 21st.
Thomas was replaced by Lalanne under whose dir
ection the organization built up by Thomas rapidly . „ ,
fell into chaos, and who finally, everything having young people have been organised for the purpose 
been arranged, published the decree, suppressed the of adding strength to a weakening movement which 
distribution of relief to the impoverished, raised the vas to be a short cut to emancipation, and t ey ar
price of the Work shop Products, and ordered the st, 1 at the crossroads that divide £he workers: know ^trimen^ ^ ^ ^ g()me sem.
shops closed. fooBngld'geTback to thei,“books (see a timely blance of liberty to society as a whole. Oar masters

. artirie appeared In ,he Clarion e.meUm, ag.., "-j" ^fllS

*■* p.rr szzxz rt tz sc -r -
Ve y An ANTIQUARY’S LOG-BOOK among the large mass as regards the future state should they wish to see it < nui

fContinued from page 1) of society or even to a slight change. To penetrate subsidised and can only bark when they are told so
periods of ten days, called “decades.” The days of that armour is a hard and tedious task. They are why worry about them. Get c ovvn ® "81"®t ^ ^
these decades were called respectively: Primidi, that portion of the mass that is necessary to be with the movement that demam s tj VOUrself from 
BuTdi Tridi, Quartidi, Quintidi, Sextidi, Septidi, u8 in the march of progress, and it is our mission fight, so be well amed m yo^fro»
Octodi Nonidi, Decadi. The five odd days were called and purpose to explain to them the contradictions the side shows that 00 s ’ they gbow.
“les your sans-cullotides,” and were holidays de- that exist in society and the remedy for them. All erally fakes no matter *°" m be that
voted to the celebration of Genius, Labour, Opinion, 0ur experiences, sensations and delusions are the The day may be far o , 1 which
RewLds, and Virtue. Now it will easily be dis- bitter trials of life, for our minds have been en- much harder, but get the 
covered that the date, “18th Brumaire,” was simply crusted with the ages of superstition, so that the big will enable yoy ,0 une eis a (
Z Svltllry way of writing what the rest of maj0rity fail to grasp the real cause behind it all. of events, and to interpret them to your Mow man
the Western world was calling 9th November. The They wish for some great leader or something new on every occasion. n< w en le ime 
the Western Continued on 31st that they think will solve their problems, instead of we must battle for power which alone stands b^

honestly trying to solve their own. They build up tween us and the goal, let there be as many as it 
all kinds of plans in their mind that will usher in is possible to help in the struggle to bring or r 

social order. Such are illusions that are out of chaos.

members of the trusted revolutionary type
officers and trustees. Educational Leagues foras

Revolutionary Calendar was 
December, 1805—it had lasted over twelve years.

“Unborn Tomorrow and Dead Yesterday.”
Although it does not affect us very much, I must the new
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HERE AND NOWists and wage slaves, because all life-necessaried 
were owned in common. Hunting and fishing and, 
when these sometimes failed, dependence upon can-. We are at the below zero weather again, financ- 
nibalism, were the usual means of existing. ially. Our figures this issue are manifestly an in

fo the inter-tribal wars, the best way to dispose dication of what to avoid. They say the credit sys
tem is bound to collapse sometime. If it were to 

look at the debts we’d escape.

IMMIGRATION

ALTHOUGH the majority of our own farmers 
have either been ruined or are on the verge 
of bankruptcy, carefully nursed immigration to Can
ada—a la Dickens 
of British stock being preferred. Immigration of 
those capable of enriching the country (i.e., the pro
fiteers who own and run “the country’’) as well ail 
that army who livè and mean to continue living by 
letting “George’’ do the dirty work, is the real ob
jective of the move. Anything that “would check 
immigration1’ of the right kind, is viewed with hor- 

But our friends the parasites, true to type,

of any prisoners had been to eat them, and for u 
modern proof of this, chapter X. of Darwin’s “Voy- collapse 

■_ of the Beagle,’’ should be consulted. Only such
limited number of captives were spared as could anyone to say they are hard to read. On the other

hand, we assert that they are hard to understand:— 
Following, $1 each—A. Tree, C. Valley, W. Me- -

Eden”—is now prevelent;those now
Meantime, look at these figures. We challengeage

a
be used in filling up the gaps made by war in the vic
torious tribe. In “them happy days” farming, be
cause unknown, was not practised. But when the iGillivray, C. Stewart, B. Tamarlcin, J. McKenzie, 
“farmer’’did enter the scene, consequent on the dis- Abe ICarme, A. Sollis (per Sid Earp), E. P. Solo

mon, S. Berry, J. Harrington, W. Bennett.

!
covery of the domestication of animals of food (etc.) 
value, and the adoption of agriculture; then immi
gration and the more the merrier—became a live 
issue ! Thereafter, the brilliant idea had dawned onj 
humanity that all captives’ lives would be better 
spared so that, as slaves, they should provide an in
definite number of years’ enjoyment and food for 
their captors. Thus was first created the age-old 
slave class which broke through the shattered egg-1

ror.
want to reap without the expense of having sowed ; 
for they remember that, although only 75,000 en
tered in 1922, in the pre-war “prosperous” period 
from 1903 to 1912, Canada received a yearly average 
of over 220,000 immigrants, the outfitting of whom, 
because unavoidable, constituted the cheapest busi- 

Canadian merchants ever had, and thus créât-1

Following, $2 each—J. Glendenning, W. Fleming, 
C. W. S'ies, W. Hoare, W. H. Snell.

Parry and Sim, $3 ; A. Balderstone, 94 cents. 
Above, C. M. F. contributions from 15th to 27th 

June, inclusive—total, $25.94.

CLARION MAINTENANCE FUND "
W. Bennett, $1 ; Abe Karme, $1 ; Harry Grand, 

$1 ; J. McKenzie, $1 ; P. L. D. and friend, $2 ; Walter 
Wilson, $2; Bill .Tones (per E. Johnson), $5.

Above, C. M. F. donations from 15th to 27th June, 
inclusive—total, $13.

ness
ed a tremendous boom.

shell of primitive classless communism.The latest instance of this parasite propensity is 
furnished by a band of some 400 or 500 Scottish 
Highlanders who were brought to Canada, and ar
rived filled with hope, optimism and ambition “to 
succeed,” but the bulk of whom ended, housed in 

building, and largely dependent upon the char-

Of course, such slaves were considered aliens. 
We may see in Leviticus xxv., 35-48, early traces ofi 
that common vice—prejudice against foreigners;' 
and we read how the Jews had carefully fixed it, 
(despite the earlier Mosaic command to love theirl 
neighbors as they loved themselves), that in their 
transition tribal society, only the aliens should suf-l 
1er chattel slavery. And yet (such was fate) we 
find that even “the native sons” hard hit by poverty,

Literature Pricé Listi one
ity of friends; as was recently pointed out “in the 
House” by a Progressive M. P. from Red Deer, Alta.'
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10cWe, the Socialist Party of Canada affirm our alleg
iance to, and support of the principles and programme 
of the revolutionary working class.

Labor, applied to natural resources, produces all 
wealth. The present economic stystem is based upon 
capitalist ownership of the means of production, conse
quently, all the products of labor belong to the capital
ist class. The capitalist Is, therefore, master; the 
worker a slave.

So long as the capitalist class remains in possession 
of the reins of government all the powers of the State 
will be used to protect and defend its property rights in 
th emeans of wealth production and its control of the 
product of labor.

The capitalist system gives to the capitalist an ever- 
swelling stream of profits, and to the worker, an ever 
increasing measure of misery and degradation.

The Interest of the working class lies in setting 
itself free from capitalist exploitation by the abolition 
of the wage system, under which this exploitation, at 
the point of production, is cloaked. To accomplish 
this necessitates the transformation of capitalist pro
perty in the means of wealth production into socially 
controlled economic forces.

The Irrepressible conflict of interest between the 
capitalist and the worker necessarily expresses itself 
as a struggle for political supremacy. This Is the 
Class Struggle.

Therefore we call upon all workers to organize un
der the banner of the Socialist Party of Canada, with 
the object of conquering the political powers for the 
purpose of setting up and enforcing the economic 
programme of the working class, as follows:

1— The transformation, as rapidly as possible, 
of capitalist property In the means of 
wealth production (natural resources, factor
ies, mills, railroads, etc.) into collective 
means of production. .

2— The organization and management of indus
try by the working class.

3— The establishment, as speedily as possible, 
of production for use instead of production
for profit.

.16*march of progress, having now proved itself too 
narrow, selfish and exclusive; in fact, too clannish, 
a term of reproach to this day ! By attacking aliens, 
as such, it will thus be seen how primitive are the
ideas of those who practice this. It is capitalism—! Manifesto, S. P. of C. 
the cause of unemployment, commercial rivalry, dis-: Evolut,on °f Man (Prof- Bo,8che> 
union, war and hatred—that must be attacked and) 
not any mere effects therefrom. Against the évité
of capitalism international unity of workers, irre-> Value, Price and Profit (Marx) ...
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85*word of progress and of the future !
So, when all is said and done, both for the farmer 

and the artisan immigrant, it is very largely a case 
of “out of the frying pan into the fire.” Fostered 
by capitalist agencies, immigration partakes of the
same character as ordinary offers of jobs to worker^ Two EBSay8 Qn History.................................. 26 copie* 76*
from private business concerns—in either cave it is Communist Manifesto................................. 26 copie* >8.66
profits and surplus values that are looked to, and1 Wage-Labor and Capital ........................... 26 copie* >8.09
neither have any particular scruples in attaining Pre"eat Economic System .................. .25 copie. >1.61
their ends. In reality, as our Slave of the Farm 1 slave Qf ^ Farm ................................... 25 oople, ,ie#
points out, the farmer is just a sort of big interest) Manifesto of S. P. of C.................................... 26 copies >2.06
exploited worker in a factory whose roof is the sky.) Evolution of Man .......................................... 25 copie» >8.76

Causes of Belief in God ......................... 26 copies >2.06
Velue, Price and Profit................................... 25 copies >8.26
Economic Causes of War........ .......................10 copies >2.06

mirage ! Let him, therefore, build his hopes upon the! Christianism and Communism ................ . 6 copies >1.06
sure scientific foundations of Socialism ; and whether ^y=h'"pvftchard^sTdTesTtothTjüry ^'(State Triak?® $2 B°

Winnipeg, Man., Fell Assizes 1919-20)....10 copies >2.00

86*

80o
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The immigrant comes here seeking prosperity and) 
freedom and too often finds he has but followed a

his reward come soon or late, there will not, as at) 
present, be the disillusionment, heart break and -dis-1 
appointment that are the universal concomitants of 
capitalism at home —OR ABROAD !
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